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Performing Virginity and Testing Chastity
in the Middle Ages
2002-11

this study presents a compelling and provocative study of
virginity which challenges the belief that female virginity
can be reliably and unambiguously defined tested and verified

Performing Virginity and Testing Chastity
in the Middle Ages
2002-11-01

this book challenges the belief that female virginity can be
reliably and unambiguously defined tested and verified kelly
analyses a variety of medieval western european texts
including medical treatises and their classical antecedents
and historical and legal documents the main focus is the
representation of both male and female virgins in saints
legends and romances the author also makes a comparative
study of examples from contemporary fiction television and
film in which testing virginity is a theme performing
virginity and testing chastity in the middle ages presents a
compelling and provocative study of the parodox of bodily and
spiritual integrity as both presence and absence

The End of the Middle Ages
2017-03-14

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic works that have stood the test of time and offer them
at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them

Medieval Thought Experiments
2018
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throughout the middle ages fictional frameworks could be used
as imaginative spaces in which to test or play with ideas
without asserting their truth the aim of this volume is to
consider how intellectual problems were approached if not
necessarily resolved through the kinds of hypothetical
enquiry found in poetry and in other texts that employ
fictional or imaginative strategies scholars working across
the spectrum of medieval languages and academic disciplines
consider why a writer might choose a fictional or
hypothetical frame to discuss theoretical questions how a
work s truth content is affected and shaped by its fictive
nature or what kinds of affective or intellectual work its
reading demands by reading literary philosophical and
spiritual texts from england france and italy alongside each
other this collection offers a new interdisciplinary approach
to the history of medieval thought

Outlines of the History of the Middle
Ages
2009-04

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as
marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we
believe this work is culturally important we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high
quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation
History
1998

a vivid portrayal of women in the middle ages with an
engaging essay on eileen power by maxine berg
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The Rebirth of Europe, a Study of the
Middle Age
2017-08-19

annotation contents contributors preface sophia menache
written and oral testimonies in medieval chronicles matthew
paris and giovanni villani roger scott byzantine chronicles
alan deyermond written by the victors technique and ideology
in official historiography in verse in late medieval spain

Medieval Women
1997-09-18

the middle ages a d 500 1300 covers one of the darkest
periods in european history from the collapse of the roman
empire through centuries of chaos destruction and barbarian
rule the civilizing power of the church the rise of feudalism
the growth of monarchical rule the dramatic rebirth of towns
and cities and the formation of the world s first
universities are among the events vividly documented in this
richly illustrated text challenging map exercises and
provocative review questions encourage meaningful reflection
and historical analysis tests and answer keys are included

The Medieval Chronicle VI
2009

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic works that have stood the test of time and offer them
at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them

The Middle Ages (ENHANCED eBook)
1999-09-01

vol 1 and vol 2 is an overview of medieval history from c 300
to c 1150 and from c 900 to c 1500 includes new feature
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seeing the middle ages color maps plates almost all in color
figures genealogies and appendices of rulers students and
others who wish to test their knowledge of each chapter will
find study questions at rosenweinshorthistory com the website
also reproduces the maps genealogies lists of popes and
emperors and glossary found in this edition

English Industries of the Middle Ages
Being an Introduction to the Industrial
History of Medieval England
2015-04-17

excerpt from the story of the middle ages an elementary
history for sixth and seventh grades the point of view from
which this book is written is perhaps sufficiently set forth
in the introductory chapter but it may fittingly call for an
additional word in this place it is namely the point of view
of one who believes that the child about to undertake the
formal study of american history in the seventh and eighth
grades of our schools needs first a preliminary sketch of the
history of earlier times especially of the middle ages in
order that our own history may appear in its true perspective
and setting in attempting to make intelligible to children
the institutions and events of the middle ages the author is
aware of the magnitude of the task which he has essayed he is
however firmly of the opinion that the difficulty arises
frequently not so much from an inability on the part of the
child to grasp the essential ideas underlying medieval
relations as from the lack of a clear understanding of these
on the part of the narrator himself and the need of finding
familiar nontechnical terms of definition whether the
difficulty has been entirely surmounted in this work can only
be determined by the test of use but at least no pains have
been spared in the effort about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
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original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

A Short History of the Middle Ages: From
c.300 to c.1150
2009

brought together by an impressive international array of
contributors this book presents a representative study of
some of the many misinterpretations that have evolved
concerning the medieval period

The Story of the Middle Ages
2015-06-16

hannah matis examines how a biblical text was read by the
most important figures within the ninth century carolingian
reform to think about the nature of christ and the church

Misconceptions About the Middle Ages
2010-05-26

taking the history of the world as its basis might seem a
mammoth task but this fascinating book does just that
breaking the whole lot down into ten enthralling chapters
that cover the ages and the world from the bronze age up
until the end of the second world war with over 5 500 years
to choose from and a whole world of events you can be sure
there is no shortage of intriguing history to explore from
the first empires and civilizations through the ancient world
of the middle east and africa the parthian empire the golden
age of india the ancient dynasties of china the founding of
rome and the roman republic peruvian cultures the middle ages
the byzantine empire mayan culture the crusades the rise of
the ottoman empire the renaissance this far reaching book
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will test the knowledge of any history lover and provide the
ultimate challenge for even the most knowledgeable historian
with questions ranging through multiple choice truth or
fiction maps and pictures you will find there is always
something new to learn about the world

The Song of Songs in the Early Middle
Ages
2019-01-28

the high middle ages covers a period of recovery between two
of the darkest periods in european history farming
innovations the growth of monarchical rule the dramatic
rebirth of towns and cities and the formation of the world s
first universities are among the topics vividly documented in
this richly illustrated text you will also find informational
texts about the crusades challenging review questions
encourage meaningful reflection and historical analysis a
unit test and answer key are included

The History of the World Quiz Book
2018-04-19

of all the sub periods in which european medieval history has
been divided over time the later middle ages is possibly the
one on which the burden of past and current grand narratives
weighs the most its chronological and geopolitical boundaries
are shaped by a heavy narrative of decline or transition and
consequently this period is often interpreted through the
lenses of previous or following developments becoming in turn
the tail end of the feudal communal imperial versus papal era
or the announcement of modernity the later middle ages
addresses the urgent need to revise and rewrite the story of
this period forging new critical and technical vocabularies
not derived from the study of other periods by adopting a
conscious approach towards temporal and spatial variety and
by breaking the traditional and unitary narrative of decline
and transition into one of many changes and continuities it
charts the principal developments of late medieval europe
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while opening up to different political cultures and
societies throwing new light on older concepts and revealing
analogies and differences with other geopolitical contexts
including maps illustrations a detailed chronology and a rich
range of reading suggestions the later middle ages aims at
providing a first introduction to a very complex dynamic and
fascinating period for europe and beyond

The High Middle Ages
1999-09-01

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic timeless works that have stood the test of time and
offer them at a reduced affordable price in an attractive
volume so that everyone can enjoy them

The Later Middle Ages
2021-04-29

the word medieval is often used in a negative way when
talking about contemporary issues why the middle ages matter
refreshes our thinking about this historical era and our own
by looking at some pressing concerns from today s world
asking how these issues were really handled in the medieval
period and showing why the past matters now the contributors
here cover topics such as torture marriage sexuality
imprisonment refugees poverty work the status of women
disability race political leadership and end of life care
they focus on a variety of regions from north africa and the
middle east through western and central europe to the british
isles this collection challenges many negative stereotypes of
medieval people revealing a world from which for instance
much could be learned about looking after the spiritual needs
of the dying and about integrating prisoners into the wider
community through an emphasis on reconciliation between
victim and criminal it represents a new level of engagement
with issues of social justice by medievalists and provides a
highly engaging way into studying the middle ages all the
essays are written so as to be accessible to students and
each is accompanied by a list of further readings
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The Mediaeval Mind
2014-07-21

the essays in menacing virgins representing virginity in the
middle ages and the renaissance examine the nexus of
religious political economic and aesthetic values that
produce the western european myth of virginity and explore
how those complex cultural forces animate empower discipline
disclose mystify and menace the virginal body as the title
suggests the virgin can be seen alternately or even
simultaneously as menaced or menacing to chart the history of
virginity as a steady evolutionary progression from a
religious ideal in the middle ages toward a more secularized
or sovereign ideal in the renaissance would obscure how
unstable a concept chastity is in both periods what this
collection demonstrates is that medieval and early modern
attitudes toward virginity are not general and evolutionary
but specific changeable and often conflicted

Why the Middle Ages Matter
2012-02-20

an original and approachable account of how archaeology can
tell the story of the english village shapwick lies in the
middle of somerset next to the important monastic centre of
glastonbury the abbey owned the manor for 800 years from the
8th to the 16th century and its abbots and officials had a
great influence on the lives of the peasants who lived there
it is possible that abbot dunstan one of the great reformers
of tenth century monasticism directed the planning of the
village the shapwick project examined the development and
history of an english parish and village over a ten thousand
year period this was a truly multi disciplinary project not
only were a battery of archaeological and historical
techniques explored such as field walking test pitting
archaeological excavation aerial reconnaissance documentary
research and cartographic analysis but numerous other
techniques such as building analysis dendrochronological
dating and soil analysis were undertaken on a large scale the
result is a fascinating study about how the community lived
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and prospered in shapwick in addition we learn how a group of
enthusiastic and dedicated scholars unravelled this story as
such there is much here to inspire and enthuse others who
might want to embark on a landscape study of a parish or
village area seven of the ten chapters begin with a fictional
vignette to bring the story of the village to life text boxes
elucidate re occurring themes and techniques extensively
illustrated in colour including 100 full page images

Menacing Virgins
1999

a popular myth put about by secularists is that between the
church and science the relationship has been and continues to
be a stormy one nothing could in fact be further from the
truth an analysis of historical data shows that modern
science developed in the medieval period against a background
of christian faith in the creation pope sylvester ii was a
brilliant mathematician whose discoveries led to the number
system we use today pope innocent iii founded a hospital in
rome which was the basis for the modern city hospital system
world wide the civil calendar in use today owes its existence
to pope gregory xiii the pontifical academy of sciences and
the vatican observatory are both highly respected
institutions which continue to contribute to scientific
progress paul haffner also shows how four modern popes have
contributed in a special way to the dialogue between faith
and science pope pius xii who renewed the proofs for the
existence of god in the light of modern science pope st john
paul ii who reaffirmed the crucial importance of the dignity
of the human person in science pope benedict xvi who proposed
the rational basis for creation in terms of the doctrine of
the logos and pope francis who sees science in terms of the
existential periphery to be evangelised

Interpreting the English Village
2013-02-07

toxicology in the middle ages and renaissance provides an
authoritative and fascinating exploration into the use of
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toxins and poisons in the middle ages and renaissance part of
the history of toxicology and environmental health series
this volume is a follow up chronologically to the first two
volumes which explored toxicology in antiquity the book
approximately covers the 1100s through the 1600s delving into
different aspects of toxicology such as the contributions of
scientific scholars of the time sensational poisoners and
poisoning cases as well as myths historical figures such as
the borgias and catherine de medici are discussed
toxicologists students medical researchers and those
interested in the history of science will find insightful and
relevant material in this volume provides the historical
background for understanding modern toxicology illustrates
the ways previous civilizations learned to distinguish safe
from hazardous substances how to avoid them and how to use
them against enemies explores the way famous historical
figures used toxins

The Tiara and the Test Tube. the Popes
and Science from the Medieval Period to
the Present
2014-08-27

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic works that have stood the test of time and offer them
at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them

Toxicology in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance
2017-03-13

waiting for the end of the world addresses the archaeological
architectural historical and geological evidence for natural
disasters in the middle ages between the 11th and 16th
centuries this volume adopts a fresh interdisciplinary
approach to explore the many ways in which environmental
hazards affected european populations and in turn how
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medieval communities coped and responded to short and long
term consequences three sections which focus on geotectonic
hazards part i severe storms and hydrological hazards part ii
and biophysical hazards part iii draw together 18 papers of
the latest research while additional detail is provided in a
catalogue of the 20 most significant disasters to have
affected europe during the period these include earthquakes
landslides tsunamis storms floods and outbreaks of infectious
diseases spanning europe from the british isles to italy and
from the canary islands to cyprus these contributions will be
of interest to earth scientists geographers historians
sociologists anthropologists and climatologists but are also
relevant to students and non specialist readers interested in
medieval archaeology and history as well as those studying
human geography and disaster studies despite a different set
of beliefs relating to the natural world and protection
against environmental hazards the evidence suggests that
medieval communities frequently adopted a surprisingly modern
well informed and practically minded outlook

Europe in the Middle Ages
2017-04-04

the two volumes of the archaeology of medieval europe
together comprise the first complete account of medieval
archaeology across the continent this ground breaking set
will enable readers to track the development of different
cultures and regions over the 800 years that formed the
europe we have today in addition to revealing the process of
europeanisation within its shared intellectual and technical
inheritance the complete work provides an opportunity for
demonstrating the differences that were inevitably present
across the continent from iceland to sicily and portugal to
finland

Waiting for the End of the World?
2020-09-07

in 1524 pope clement vii gave two condemned criminals to his
physician to test a promising new antidote after each convict
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ate a marzipan cake poisoned with deadly aconite one of them
received the antidote and lived the other died in agony in
sixteenth century europe this and more than a dozen other
accounts of poison trials were committed to writing alisha
rankin tells their little known story at a time when poison
was widely feared the urgent need for effective cures
provoked intense excitement about new drugs as doctors
created performed and evaluated poison trials they devoted
careful attention to method wrote detailed experimental
reports and engaged with the problem of using human subjects
for fatal tests in reconstructing this history rankin reveals
how the antidote trials generated extensive engagement with
experimental thinking long before the great experimental boom
of the seventeenth century and investigates how competition
with lower class healers spurred on this trend the poison
trials sheds welcome and timely light on the intertwined
nature of medical innovations professional rivalries and
political power

The Archaeology of Medieval Europe, Vol.
2
2011-10-31

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the
classic works that have stood the test of time and offer them
at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them

The Middle Ages
1978

saak re interprets martin luther as an augustinian hermit
whose 95 theses came as the culmination of the late medieval
reformation

The Poison Trials
2021-01-22
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all societies are constructed based on specific rules norms
and laws hence all ethics and morality are predicated on
perceived right or wrong behavior and much of human culture
proves to be the result of a larger discourse on vices and
virtues transgression and ideals right and wrong the topics
covered in this volume addressing fundamental concerns of the
premodern world deal with allegedly criminal or simply wrong
behavior which demanded punishment sometimes this affected
whole groups of people such as the innocently persecuted jews
sometimes individuals such as violent and evil princes the
issue at stake here embraces all of society since it can only
survive if a general framework is observed that is based in
some way on justice and peace but literature and the visual
arts provide many examples of open and public protests
against wrongdoings ill conceived ideas and concepts and
stark crimes such as theft rape and murder in fact poetic
statements or paintings could carry significant potentials
against those who deliberately transgressed moral and ethical
norms or who even targeted themselves

Manners, Customs, and Dress During the
Middle Ages and During the Renaissance
Period
2015-04-25

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book
titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality
reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has
stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our
collection have been sourced from libraries and private
collections around the world the titles that trieste
publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been
scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books
the same way that their first readers did decades or a
hundred or more years ago books from that period are often
spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original
imperfections could be in the form of blurred text
photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this
would occur with one of our books our extensive quality
control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s
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books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has
thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the
collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that
are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the
reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a
volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the
maximum degree possible gives them the experience of owning
the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest
quality but also providing value to every one of our readers
generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand
however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested
in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to
enquire about our tailored bulk rates

Luther and the Reformation of the Later
Middle Ages
2017-04-19

history has been taught in a boring way for far too long a
subject as moving and powerful as humanity s past should be
inviting and when it is told well it is susan wise bauer
succeeds in telling the captivating story of history with her
best selling history series parents and young readers have
fallen in love with her narrative history the story of the
world and its accompanying activity book now teachers and
home educators can take advantage of a new and valuable
learning tool the tests and answer key package included are
42 tests one for each chapter of the story of the world
perfect for evaluating comprehension and retention the
narrative format of the story of the world helps children
remember the famous people places and events in history these
tests offer you an easy way to make sure that your child is
absorbing the important events from world history a
combination of multiple choice matching fill in the blank and
short writing samples allow you to evaluate your child s
retention and comprehension of key events in the story of the
world the tests package contains an answer key for all tests
these easy to use tests and answer keys successfully used by
hundreds of parents and teachers provide an objective method
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for measuring retention of key facts figures and events from
history a combination of sequencing matching short answer and
essay style questions gives students a chance to show what
they ve learned used with the story of the world text book
and activity book sold separately the test and answer key
gives educators a complete history curriculum for their
elementary school students

Crime and Punishment in the Middle Ages
and Early Modern Age
2012-10-30

popular history science and geography topics brought out of
the classroom and into your home with fast facts activities
and quizzes some subjects are too interesting to be left at
school carry on your love of history at home with medieval
life an activity packed exploration of life in the middle
ages divided into sections the book starts with fast facts on
topics including castles and knights running a manor
feudalism monastic life and the church and ends with charts
of famous medieval people and rulers using this information
you can complete the puzzles in the main part of the book
plus there are hands on activities such as designing your own
shield using heraldry making a stained glass window and
playing the medieval game of fox and geese finally test your
newfound knowledge with the quick quizzes with answers
supplied you can keep track of your achievements throughout
with a star chart to fill in every time you finish a page
note to parents the eyewitness workbooks series is devised
and written with the expert advice of educational and reading
consultants and is designed to appeal to children ages 8
years and up first published in 2007 2009 this series has
been fully revised and updated for 2020

Handbook of Mediaeval Geography and
History
2017-08-12

this volume brings together articles including two hitherto
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unpublished pieces that susan reynolds has written since the
publication of her fiefs and vassals 1994 there she argued
that the concepts of the fief and of vassalage as generally
understood by historians of medieval europe were constructed
by post medieval historians from the works of medieval
academic lawyers and the writers of medieval epics and
romances six of the essays reprinted here continue her
argument that feudalism is unhelpful to understanding
medieval society while eight more discuss other aspects of
medieval society law and politics which she argues provide a
better insight into the history of western europe in the
middle ages three range outside the middle ages and western
europe in considering the idea of the nation the idea of
empire and the problem of finding a consistent and
comprehensible vocabulary for comparative and
interdisciplinary history

The Story of the World: History for the
Classical Child: The Middle Ages: Tests
and Answer Key (Vol. 2) (Story of the
World)
2007-09-17

in trial by ordeal the accused was subjected to some harsh
test holding hot iron being cast into a pool of water with
guilt or innocence decided according to outcome this work
examines the practice of trial by ordeal in christian
societies from its origination in the barbarian law codes to
its last days of use as a test of witchcraft in europe and
america

Eyewitness Workbooks Medieval Life
2020-06-30

using human skeletal remains this volume traces health
workload and violence in the european population over the
past 2 000 years health was surprisingly good for people who
lived during the early medieval period the plague of
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justinian of the sixth century was ultimately beneficial for
health because the smaller population had relatively more
resources that contributed to better living conditions
increasing population density and inequality in the following
centuries imposed an unhealthy diet poor in protein on the
european population with the onset of the little ice age in
the late middle ages a further health decline ensued which
was not reversed until the nineteenth century while some
aspects of health declined other attributes improved during
the early modern period interpersonal violence outside of
warfare declined possibly because stronger states and
institutions were able to enforce compromise and cooperation
european health over the past two millennia was hence
multifaceted in nature

The Middle Ages without Feudalism
2018-02-06

a famous 5th 8th grade world history text guides the student
from creation through the flood pre historic people the
ancient east greeks romans the triumph of the church middle
ages renaissance discovery of the new world and protestant
revolt ending with the early exploration of the new world a
great asset for home schoolers and catholic schools alike

Trial by Fire and Water
1986

drawing on new work published over the past twenty years the
author offers a history of building in western europe from
300 to 1200 medieval castles church spires and monastic
cloisters are just some of the areas covered

The Backbone of Europe
2018-10-24
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The Old World and America
2015-07-20

Early Medieval Architecture
1999
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